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listening,” says Lakin. Most critically, all are reviewed in
advance by on-staff scouts. “We don’t sell anything that we
don’t experience and love personally,” says Lakin, who’s hit
five continents himself since last December.

Pulling up anchor on
the luxury boating scene

Sailo

“Often, luxury is a feeling —
of being alone, of being in total awe.
We make that happen.”

Epic Road

“The exhilaration of being out on the
water — there’s just nothing else like it.
We want to make that experience more
accessible to more people.”

with her family in the Mediterranean. “We want to make
that experience more accessible to more people.”
Most of the Sailo staff members also have strong
connections to the life aquatic. Cofounder and CEO Adrian
Gradinaru developed a passion for cruising the waters of
San Francisco while working there as an engineer, while
Graham Mellen (at left), head of business development and
partnerships, rents his own sailboat through the site (a sleek
pocket cruiser from New England’s heritage boatmaker
Sparkman & Stephens).
Unlike more disruptive startups, Sailo benefits preexisting members of its industry rather than posing a threat;
it brings new business to captains rather than diverting
clients away. And as the team plans to expand with additional
ports along the Mediterranean and a mobile app, it is wellaligned with a new concept of luxury that places a premium
on experience over material — a perfect trade-off when it
comes to boats, which are famously underused assets.
“You can go out on a top-notch sailboat at sunset for
less than $100 a person,” says Braas. “People spend that in
a restaurant. Instead they could be lounging on the bow,
sipping rosé with the skyline as their backdrop.” — CR
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Founded 2014
Headquarters Midtown Manhattan
# of watercraft currently online 1,600+
Largest rental craft 152-foot megayacht in Miami
# of Americans to hit the water this year 87 million+

Transporting body, mind, and
spirit in a single excursion
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There are few things as pleasurable — and forebodingly
expensive — as skidding across an ocean bay on a firstrate yacht or sailboat. Luckily, the onset of the sharing
economy has introduced an age in which spending a night
in a penthouse or summoning a private driver is no longer
a novelty. And now, thanks to Sailo, the barriers to entry
that once surrounded a nautical lifestyle are falling as
well. Seeking to modernize and democratize the largely
arcane boat rental industry, this online peer-to-peer service
connects captains and vessel owners with prospective
mariners with the click of a mouse.
Founded by four boat-loving friends (two of whom
graduated from Columbia’s School of Business), the
company makes registered yachts, catamarans, speedboats,
and skiffs available to rent in waterfront destinations along
the Atlantic (New York City, Hamptons, Miami) and abroad
(Greece and the Virgin Islands) via a simple interface.
The Sailo team first vets the insurance info, client
reviews, and credentials of its boat owners and captains
to ensure quality control, encouraging owners to post
photos and descriptions that highlight what’s unique about
their crafts, as Airbnb users do with their homes. The
platform then facilitates what can be a time-consuming
process, allowing prospective boaters to compare prices
and features. Choose how long to rent (from a few hours
to a week or more) and from what port, decide between
captained or unattended vessels, and you’re ready to book.
“The exhilaration of being out on the water — there’s just
nothing else like it,” says cofounder and head of marketing
Delphine Braas (above right), who grew up chartering boats

Let’s be honest: Anyone with WiFi can plan a vacation.
But when friends Mark Lakin and Marc Chafiian
ditched corporate gigs in philanthropy and investment
management to launch luxury travel outfitter Epic Road,
the plan was to sell perspective, not just posh hotel rooms.
Lakin and Chafiian knew from their own experiences
that the most transformative trips were intimate,
immersive, and gave back in some way. “I don’t think any
honeymooners ever said, ‘Let’s go strap satellite collars on
big cats in South Africa,’” says Lakin (below left). “But that’s
the moment that’ll define what that trip meant to them.”
The duo created Epic Road to provide that type of offthe-grid, out-of-the-ordinary travel to seekers of adventure,
authenticity, and meaning. Calling on connections Lakin
built through his nonprofit past, the team opens doors that
would otherwise remain closed to tourists.
On their excursions, high-threadcount sheets, five-star
accommodations, and Wine Spectator-approved bottles
are bolstered by such life-altering, verge-of-extinction
experiences as snorkeling with bowhead whales in Canada,
riding alongside Kazakh horsemen in Mongolia, or hiking
glaciers with a Norwegian climate-change scientist.
“My relationships have made possible a 10-on-10 soccer
match between clients and a Malawian tribe and tea at the
home of a master bamboo weaver in Kyoto,” says Lakin.
All trips are private, and no two are the same — not
necessarily because they wouldn’t repeat a journey, but
because “things are always changing, if you’re really

They take a similarly critical eye towards hiring, seeking
scouts with a curious worldview and heightened attention
to detail: Does the hotel staff take note of food restrictions
without being reminded? Are layovers hassle-free? Clients
come mostly from urban centers — New York, LA, and
Miami are top markets, aided by a partnership with Soho
House that includes a lecture series and group trips—and
all itineraries start with an old-fashioned phone call.
After that, Epic Road works with on-the-ground
operators, who’ll serve as local contacts, to build and refine
the schedule based on the client’s budget. (All expenses are
handled in advance, which means no waiting around for the
check — ever.) Destinations span the globe; Africa, Asia, and
the Arctic are well-trod territories, and they’re introducing
itineraries in South America later this year.
“We look at luxury a little differently,” says scout Kelsey
Bent (below right). “Often, luxury is a feeling — of being
alone, of being in total awe. We make that happen.” — AG

Founded 2011
Headquarters NYC’s West Village
Countries scouted 134
Miles flown by founders and scouts
since launch 500,000+
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